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Abstract The task of explaining the result of Machine Learning (ML) predictive models has become critically
important nowadays, given the necessity to improve the results’ reliability. Several techniques have been used to
explain the prediction of ML models, and some research works explore the use of data provenance in ML cycle
phases. However, there is a gap in relating the provenance data with model explainability provided by Explainable
Artificial Intelligence (XAI) techniques. To address this issue, this work presents an approach to capture provenance
data, mainly in the pre-processing phase, and relate it to the results of explainability techniques. To support that,
a relational data model was also proposed and is the basis for our concept of data explainability. Furthermore, a
graphic visualization was developed to better present the improved technique. The experiments’ results showed that
the improvement of the ML explainability techniques was reached mainly by the understanding of the attributes’
derivation, which built the model, enabled by data explainability.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, Machine Learning (ML) algorithms have
contributed to the knowledge discovery process. With the
growth of data volume and computational power, these al-
gorithms also increased their performance, allowing impres-
sive results, close to human response, and, for some complex
tasks, even better. On the other hand, these new solutions,
which can be seen as black boxes, made the results less un-
derstandable to human understanding.
The difficulty in understanding the prediction of an algo-

rithm can limit its use, since it makes its results less reliable,
a fundamental component mainly in areas whose prediction
can affect human life. Since ML-derived systems are gener-
ally involved in increasingly sensitive processes, the search
for greater interpretability of the model became a critical fac-
tor in AI. Explainable AI (XAI), which is a relatively new
area of AI, has emerged in a way that allows responses to
be justified while increasing confidence in the model results.
Several XAI studies and techniques have been conducted in
this area, showing its benefits [Barredo Arrieta et al., 2020].
In the same way, input data for an ML model need to be

treated, either for adaptation to the training algorithm or for
improving its quality, generating a model with better perfor-
mance. In this sense, capturing operations performed in the
pre-processing phase helps to understand the treatment per-
formed on data and the possible influence that each operation
generated on the model result. For this purpose, a set of op-
erators is used to process and improve data quality.
Data provenance provides a description of the data ori-

gin and its deriving process. In ML, capturing data prove-

nance can help interpret the results, through knowledge of
the performed operations on data and the attributes used in
the model derivation. According to Freire et al. [2008], this
captured provenance can be either prospective or retrospec-
tive. Prospective provenance refers to the process of cap-
turing the task specification, while retrospective provenance
refers to the capturing of the steps that were performed and
the execution environment information.
Some authors have explored the need for explainability

in AI systems to be more comprehensive, affecting other
phases of the ML cycle, and not just the model training
[Tsakalakis et al., 2021; Scherzinger et al., 2019; Jentzsch
and Hochgeschwender, 2019; Jaigirdar et al., 2020]. Thus,
in this work, we consider that ML explainability is provided
by two distinct but related areas: (i) data explainability, sup-
plied by data provenance, mainly in the pre-processing phase
of the ML life-cycle, and (ii) model explainability, supplied
by XAI techniques.
Some recent work handle capturing data provenance for

ML and focus on the pre-processing phase [Chapman et al.,
2022; Namaki et al., 2020; Moura et al., 2021]. Others em-
phasize the learning phase [Hartley and Olsson, 2020], and
some concentrate on gathering the whole ML cycle [Souza
et al., 2019]. However, few studies have been found so
far regarding data explainability from the pre-processing
provenance and none of them relates data explainability with
model explainability.
Therefore, our motivation is to present an approach called

Explainable Machine Learning Model supported by Pre-
processing Provenance (xMML-PPP) which aims to cap-
ture and recover provenance information, especially in the
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pre-processing phase of the ML cycle, to relate the pre-
processing phase provenance with model explainability.
It is important to highlight that the previously mentioned

studies use approaches to capture provenance in an ML con-
text, each one addressing a single phase or its entire cycle.
They also have different objectives, mostly aimed at the ex-
periment’s reproducibility or explainability. However, our
proposal is not simply another way of capturing the prove-
nance in theML environment, but an approach that improves
the understanding of the ML models’ explainability, adding,
for this, data provenance, with a focus on the pre-processing
phase, which is called here data explainability.
Two databases were used for the application of the ap-

proach: the traditional Titanic dataset and a dataset con-
taining demographic information of patients tested with the
SARS-CoV-2 virus. The experiments that received more pre-
processing operations showed a performance improvement,
and capturing the provenance of this information helped un-
derstand the derivation of the data, especially for the derived
attributes.
To achieve its purpose, this article is organized according

to the following structure. In section 2, some research on
ML provenance is presented, while in section 3, the xMML-
PPP approach is proposed. In section 4, two case studies are
carried out that use this proposed approach, and finally, in
section 5, we conclude our arguments, presenting possible
future work.

2 Related Work
According to Herschel et al. [2017], provenance refers to any
information that describes the production process of a final
product, which can be any artifact. from a piece of informa-
tion to a physical object. For scientific experiments, prove-
nance aids in interpreting and understanding results, making
it possible to examine the steps’ sequence that contributed
to a particular result, to verify input data, and to reproduce a
result [Davidson and Freire, 2008].
Several provenance studies targeting different phases of

theML life cycle have been proposed. Chapman et al. [2020]
implements a Python library for provenance capture, where
annotations are associated with relational algebra operators
that describe their effects on individual data elements. In re-
cent work, Chapman et al. [2022] presents Data Provenance
for Data Science (DPDS), a tool that helps data specialists to
collect, store and investigate the provenance of each individ-
ual element in a dataset. Moura et al. [2021] presents an as-
sistant that helps a non-specialist user in the selection of data
pre-processing operators, in addition to capturing these oper-
ators. The tool is built based on a proposed domain reference
ontology. In Namaki et al. [2020], the proposed provenance
is also related to the pre-processing phase. The proposed idea
is to track which columns in a dataset are used to derive the
attributes of a specific model.
Rupprecht et al. [2020] proposes a provenance collection

system for data science environments, focusing on the en-
tire ML life-cycle. The methodology of this work is to cap-
ture provenance, integrating with the runtime to automati-
cally track static and runtime configuration parameters. Fi-

nally, Souza et al. [2019] proposes a data provenance repre-
sentation for workflows in the ML life-cycle, in large-scale
projects, considering data transformation, from data curation
of raw data to the generation of trained models.
Table 1 presents a comparison that classifies the related

work, according to the following criteria:

• 1: Indicates what type of provenance the work captures.
R – Retrospective, P – Prospective, or B – Both;

• 2: Indicates whether provenance encompasses captur-
ing life-cycle pre-processing operators;

• 3: Indicates whether the work captures model explain-
ability (XAI technique);

• 4: Indicates whether provenance capture is based on the
W3C PROV model.

• 5: Indicates whether the approach captures other phases
of the ML life-cycle.

• 6: Indicates whether the provenance scope refers to a
simple (S) or complex (C) workflow. A simple work-
flow is one where a single workflow is considered to
run, and a complex refers to systems where multiple
workflows can interconnect.

Table 1. Related Word Comparison Features Summary
Criteria

Work 1 2 3 4 5 6
Chapman et al. [2020] R ✓ ✓ S
Chapman et al. [2022] R ✓ ✓ S
Moura et al. [2021] R ✓ S
Namaki et al. [2020] R ✓ S
Rupprecht et al. [2020] R ✓ ✓ S
Souza et al. [2019] B ✓ ✓ C
This work B ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ S

The present work mainly contemplates the phases of the
model pre-processing and explanation. As far as it is pos-
sible to investigate, this proposal differs from the related
work since the cited works here do not aim to unite data
explainability (data provenance) with model explainability
(XAI technique).

3 The xMML-PPP Approach
The goal of the xMML-PPP approach is to contribute to ML
explainability and, therefore, encompasses the entireML life-
cycle, from data collection to post-training, where the model
explainability occurs. To achieve this goal, data from each
phase, that can contribute to explainability, are collected.
However, data explainability occurs mainly in the data pre-
processing phase, making it possible to know the treatment
that data received before being used in training.
As the provenance model, we adopted a subset of the

PROV-DM [W3C, 2013] from W3C, which is a widely ac-
cepted ontology that defines provenance documents and sup-
ports RDF and other serialization formats for better interop-
erability. In the PROVmodel, an entity is defined as “a phys-
ical, digital, conceptual, or other kind of thing with some
fixed aspects”. In our context, these aspects correspond to
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the attributes in the dataset. On the other hand, an activity
is defined as “something that occurs over a period of time
and acts upon or with entities”. In our context, activities rep-
resent any preprocessing or data manipulation performed on
the attributes.
We define data explainability as a technique that captures

data provenance from the pre-processing phase while im-
proving the model explainability understanding by creating
relations between them to increase the reliability of ML re-
sults. Thus, we differ data explainability from data prove-
nance due to its inner relation with ML model explainability.
Additionally, the approach also considers the storage of

performance data and the result of the contribution of each
attribute to the model, thus making it possible to relate the
configuration and performance of the model with the pre-
processing treatment, in addition to the respective attributes’
contributions. In Figure 1, a simplified view of the activities
of the xMML-PPP approach can be observed.

Figure 1. xMML-PPP Process – Overview – The processes highlighted in
yellow are the major contribution of the approach.

The “Data Pre-Processing” sub-process starts with the ac-
tivities of dataset loading and visualization, which are pro-
cessed throughout the workflow. Also, in this sub-process,
the data pre-processing activities are carried out. In this
step, dataset information, such as name, number of rows and
columns, size and location, as well as the pre-processing op-
erations information, for each operation performed in this
phase, is sent to the provenance data repository by the paral-
lel activities of the “Provenance Data Capture” sub-process.
In addition to that, activities are performed to relate and store
the attribute description with the attribute information, such
as labels and data types. The attribute description refers to
themeaning of each attribute. For instance, using the “Parch”
attribute from the Titanic dataset, the attribute description
value is “of parents and children aboard the Titanic”. On
the other hand, the attribute information for this attribute is
“Parch” and “integer” values for the label and data type infor-
mation, respectively.
In the “Data Training and Evaluation” sub-process, the pre-

processed data are trained, after choosing the algorithm and
its parameters. In this step, the training information data such
as algorithm, parameters, and values used, in addition to in-
formation about the trained model performance is sent to the
provenance data repository by the parallel activities of the
“Provenance Data Capture” sub-process.

In the “Model Explanation” sub-process, activities are car-

ried out to configure and generate model explainability using
XAI tools. In this step, information such as the method and
dataset (training or testing) used, and contribution values for
each attribute is sent to the provenance data repository by
the parallel activities of the “Provenance Data Capture” sub-
process.
Finally, in the “Model and Data Explanation”, after the

result of the model explanation and the contribution of each
attribute, data stored in the provenance repository is retrieved.
Through queries, it obtains information about the treatment
that each attribute received for a better understanding of the
operations that contributed to the result.
It is worth mentioning that model explainability is carried

out after the model is ready and evaluated, precisely to un-
derstand its result.

3.1 xMML-PPP - Data Model
To meet its objective, the xMML-PPP approach specifies the
model (Figure 2) for data representation that is related to the
structure of the data flow and corresponds to the prospective
provenance and the execution flow of the pre-processing op-
erations, which corresponds to the retrospective provenance.
In Figure 2, entities highlighted in green have basic infor-

mation related to the workflow, the dataset, and its original
attribute information. The entities highlighted in gray refer
to the activities of the pre-processing operations performed
on the dataset. The entities highlighted in yellow refer to the
information of the experiments carried out in the workflow,
to store the provenance of each experiment configuration and
its respective results. Finally, the entities highlighted in blue
refer to the XAI configuration and their result information.

Figure 2. The Data Model displays various entities highlighted in different
colors within a workflow: green, gray, yellow, and blue, which represent
essential workflow information, pre-processing activities, experiment infor-
mation, and configuration/results of XAI, respectively.

3.2 xMML-PPP - Tool
The “xMML-PPP” tool was developed according to the ob-
jectives and specificities of the xMML-PPP approach for its
validation, and, thus, it implements the activities described in
Figure 1. It was developed in Python[van Rossum, 1995] us-
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ing the Streamlit1 framework. Streamlit is a Python library
for creating web applications without the need to code its
front end. The data repository was implemented using the
PostgreSQL[Stonebraker et al., 1990] DBMS and codified
with the object-relational mapping library SQLAlchemy.2

4 Application and Evaluation of
xMML-PPP

To evaluate our approach, experiments were carried out with
two different datasets. The first one is the traditional base
for the Titanic [Kaggle, 2022], a ship that sank in 1912 on its
first voyage. This database was used as a didactic example
to illustrate the change in model performance derived from
the pre-processing operations.
The second dataset is derived from a contemporary prob-

lem. Due to the recent COVID-19 pandemic, many studies
were conducted to apply ML techniques to the solution of
related problems. Some of them aimed to understand the dis-
ease risk factors, to predict possible contamination or even
a possible mortality rate due to the virus. Demographic data
and pre-existing health conditions allow predictive models
to be customized to predict whether a patient will be hos-
pitalized, die, or require intensive health care [Wollenstein-
Betech et al., 2020].
The original dataset was produced and made available by

the Mexican Government [de Salud, 2020], however, in the
present article, a modified version of the same dataset was
used, derived from the work of Muhammad et al. [2021],
whose dictionary has already been translated into English
and refers to the observation period of April 12th 2020 to
March 3rd 2020. This dataset is available in Franklin [2020].
Thus, this second dataset is a set of epidemiological data

from patients inMexico with suspected contamination by the
COVID-19 virus and who underwent a PCR-RT test. This
dataset was chosen since it is a use case from the health area,
with recent data, that better reflects the current mandatory
use of explainability.

4.1 Experiments Settings and Results
In both datasets, two derived experiments are performed.
Each first experiment is always carried out with theminimum
amount of pre-processing necessary just for the application
of the algorithms. In the second experiment, on the other
hand, the pre-processing operations are expanded to improve
the model’s results. To simplify the comparison between the
approaches and considering that the objective of the study is
not to establish a new benchmark for datasets with or with-
out pre-processing, we opted to conduct a single holdout ex-
periment for each dataset instead of a full cross-validation
approach.
In all experiments, the Random Forest (RF) [Breiman,

2001] algorithm was used, implemented using the scikit-
learn library [Pedregosa et al., 2011]. RF is a supervised

1https://https://streamlit.io/
2https://www.sqlalchemy.org/

learning algorithm that can be used for classification and re-
gression tasks and uses several decision trees in its implemen-
tation, where each tree is trained with a different view of the
dataset, either in terms of the number of available attributes
or even by randomly subsampling the examples. This algo-
rithm does not allow training with missing values, and the
categorical attributes need to be encoded for training.
RF was selected since it has already been used in other

studies on COVID-19, obtaining good results, while also pre-
senting good results in other studies with the Titanic dataset.
For all experiments, the following hyperparameters are used:
estimators, number of trees; max_features, number of fea-
tures to consider for the best split; min_samples_split, min-
imum number of samples needed to split an internal node;
min_samples_leaf, minimum number of samples needed to
form a leaf node; e max_depth, maximum depth of a tree.
The values for the parameters are presented in the configura-
tion of the experiments on each dataset. All the other param-
eters are set to their default values;
To compare the models’ results, the metrics of precision,

recall, and f1-measure are used. Precision evaluates how
many positive predictions are actually positive, while recall
is the proportion of true positives among all predictions that
are actually positive. Finally, F1 is simply the result of
the harmonic mean between precision and recall. The av-
eraging for the classes used in all experiments metrics was
’weighted’.3

4.1.1 Titanic Dataset

The Titanic dataset contains 12 columns and 891 instances
and provides the following attributes: PassengerId, Pclass,
Name, Sex, Age, SibSp, Parch, Ticket, Fare, Cabin, Survived,
and Embarked. The goal of this study is to create a predictive
model that answers the question: “Which characteristics in
people determined their likelihood of survival?”. To answer
this question, the available passenger info is used, such as
age, sex, economy class, etc. For the first experiment, only
the following basic pre-processing operations are performed,
so that the RF could be executed: filling in null values and
transforming and deleting categorical attributes.
Thus, the nominal attributes Sex and Embarked are en-

coded using the OneHotEncoder operator. To fill in the null
values for the Embarked attribute, its mode was used and
for the Age attribute, its average was used. The attributes
PassengerId, Ticket and Cabin were removed because they
represent only possible passenger identification. For the sec-
ond experiment, the same operations as the first experiment
were performed. Additionally, on this dataset, a previous ex-
ploratory analysis of data was carried out, where some char-
acteristics were verified, such as females have survived more
than males, and people from class 1 have survived more than
people from classes 2 and 3, among others.
Thus, the following pre-processing operations are per-

formed for this experiment: the Title attribute is created by
extracting the title and passenger name. For this particular

3weighted calculate metrics for each label and find the average
weighted by the support (the number of true instances for each label). This
alters ‘macro’ to account for label imbalance, and it can result in an F1 that
is not between precision and recall.
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attribute, only the Master, Miss, Mr., Mrs. values are kept
since they represented the most amount of examples. In-
stances whose values differed from those have their values
for this attribute replaced by Others. A Lastname attribute is
also created, by extracting the last name from the passenger
name and contributing to the engineering of another derived
attribute, Groupsize, which refers to the number of women
or children with the same last name and, possibly, from the
same family. Another created attribute is the Family_Size,
which represents the sum of all members of a family on board
the Titanic, which is derived from the Parch and SibSp at-
tributes of each instance.
In addition, the categorical attributes (Embarked, Title,

and Sex) are encoded with theOneHotEncoder operator. The
Name, Ticket, and Lastname attributes are then deleted, and
the attribute values are normalized using the MinMaxScaler
operator. The values of the parameters used in the RF con-
figuration are max_features: sqrt4; min_samples_split: 2;
min_samples_leaf : 2; max_depth: 4; e num_estimators:
100.
Table 2 summarizes the RF performance in the two exper-

iments with the Titanic database.

Table 2. Titanic Dataset Experiments – Results
Exp Accuracy Precision Recall F1-measure
1 81.72 82.48 81.72 81.17
2 84.33 84.32 84.33 84.20

It can be observed that, even with few pre-processing oper-
ations performed in the first experiment, RF performs well in
the task. In the second experiment, with other pre-processing
operations, including feature engineering, an even more sig-
nificant improvement in its performance can be seen.

4.1.2 COVID-19 Dataset

The used COVID-19 Mexico dataset has 41 columns and
263,007 instances containing demographic data such as age,
gender, nationality, and immigrant status, in addition to clin-
ical data, pre-existing diseases of the patient such as dia-
betes, asthma, hypertension, and obesity, among other dis-
eases, pregnancy, smoking, temporal information, such as
date of symptoms onset, date of health facility admission,
and possible date of death, as well as the result of the RT-
PCR test for the disease. The objective of the experiments in
this study is to classify the mortality of confirmed cases of
COVID-19 through the result of a PCR test. For this dataset,
it is necessary some preparation before it can be inserted into
the xMML-PPP tool through some operations. In this article,
the original attribute names for this dataset have been trans-
lated into English for better understanding purposes.
The target attribute, DEAD, is created, which is extracted

from the original attribute death_date that represents the date
of death. This new attribute receives the value 0 to indicate
the negative class, and 1 to indicate the positive class. Next,
the attributes id, id_registry, and death_date are removed. In-
stances with unknown pre-existing disease information indi-
cated in the dataset by identifiers 98 and 99 are also removed.

4sqrt indicates that the square root of the number of attributes is used.

The instances whose PCR-RT test result is positive are se-
lected since the study objective is to classify whether patients
who tested positive for COVID-19 died. After this selection,
the attribute that indicated the exam result is removed, and
the dataset is finally split. The final dataset used in the ex-
periments contains 38 columns and 12.874 examples.
For the first experiment, as little pre-processing as possi-

ble is performed, only what is necessary for the dataset to be
able to be trained by RF. This phase activates the simplified
activity diagram “Receive and prepare data” phase. In this
case, the existing categorical attributes in the dataset, such as
dates and city names, are removed for the first experiment.
The same operations for removing categorical attributes ex-
isting in the data set performed in the first experiment are
initially performed for the second experiment. Additionally,
some attributes with regional information are also removed.
A previous exploratory analysis of the data is also carried out,
identifying that patients over 40 years of age who were hospi-
talized had a higher incidence of death. Thus, three attributes
(age_group, total_disease, and has_highrisk) are created.
The created age_group receives the value 0 when the pa-

tient age is less than 40 years and 1 for patients aged equal
to or greater than 40. The created attribute total_disease in-
dicates the number of comorbidities presented by the patient
infected by the virus. The attribute has_highrisk received 1,
in case the patient is aged 40 years or older and was hospital-
ized. Thus, the creation of this attribute is carried out as an
attempt to help the model identify a more significant number
of examples of the minority class. The model is then trained
with a total of 30 attributes.
Finally, a model capable of correctly predicting the

target attribute is trained with the following RF hyper-
parameters: max_features: sqrt; min_samples_split: 2;
min_samples_leaf : 1; max_depth: 16; e num_estimators:
200. Table 3 shows the performance result for the two
carried-out experiments.

Table 3. COVID-19 Mexico Experiments - Results
Exp Accuracy Precision Recall F1-measure
1 84.29 84.29 83.49 83.63
2 84.52 83.81 84.52 83.97

It is possible to notice that even with few examples, the
model of experiment 2 can classify patients in class 1 better
than the model of experiment 1.

4.2 Explainability of experiments’ results
The explainability of the model is performed by applying
XAI techniques. There are several XAI techniques, which
can be used according to the explanation scope, data types,
and techniques approach. For this work, the global scope is
considered, and the approach of the technique selected is the
relevance of attributes. To explain the model in this work,
the SHAP technique [Lundberg and Lee, 2017] is used in all
experiments. SHAP is a game theory-based method that im-
proves explainability by calculating importance values for
each attribute using individual predictions. It was chosen
among other existing explainability techniques because it is
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one of the most comprehensive methods for explaining black
boxmethods, helping visualize interactions and attributes im-
portance [Linardatos et al., 2021].
XAI techniques are used to help understand the model out-

put, however, the treatment information carried out on data
that made up the model and influenced the result is unknown
with XAI. The provenance data thus helps in knowing how
these data were treated. In this section, explainability graphs
are created using the SHAP technique, to explain the contri-
bution of the attributes in each experiment. We also present
queries that contribute to the understanding of data derived
from the model. Figure 3 refers to the SHAP graph derived
from experiment 1, the Titanic dataset, and Figure 4 refers to
the SHAP graph from its second experiment.

Figure 3. SHAP Chart for the 1st experiment of Titanic dataset – Illustrates
the significant contribution of the ’Sex_male’ attribute to this experiment.

For the SHAP Chart illustrated in Figure 3, it can be seen
that the attributes Sex_Male, Pclass, and Fare are the at-
tributes that most contribute to the model result.

Figure 4. SHAP Chart for the 2nd experiment of Titanic – Illustrates the
significant contribution of the constructed attribute Groupsize to the model.

However, according to Figure 4, it can be seen that the de-
rived attributeGroupsize, and the attributes Sex_Male and Ti-
tle_Mr are the attributes that most contribute to this model re-
sult. Thus, it is clear that the derived attribute is the most im-
portant for the model result. It is also possible to obtain more
information regarding the attributes that are trained and ap-
peared in the SHAP graph through queries to the data repos-
itory. Using the Groupsize attribute as an example, which
appears as the attribute with the highest contribution, queries

can be carried out to obtain the following attribute informa-
tion: creation source, pre-processing operations, and model
contribution value. The result of the information from these
queries can be seen in Figures 5, 6, and 7.
The figures illustrating the retrieval of information stored

in the data repository are divided into two parts. The first part
always contains the SQL command that retrieves the desired
information, while the second part always presents a table
with the resulting retrieved information. Figure 5 shows, in
the first part, the SQL command to retrieve the information
regarding the origin of the derived attribute Groupsize, and,
then, the query’s result.

SELECT Experiment_attribute.label,
experiment_attribute.origin
FROM experiment_attribute ,
experiment , dataset , workflow
WHERE experiment_attribute.experimentid=
experiment.id
AND experiment.datasetid=dataset.id
AND dataset.workflowid = workflow.id
AND workflow.id = 152
AND experiment.attribute.label
LIKE 'Groupsize';

attribute source
0 Groupsize df[’Groupsize’] =

df[’Lastname’].apply(lambda x:
df.loc[(df[’Sex’]==’female’) |
(df[’Title’]==’Master’)].loc[
df.loc[(df[’Sex’]==’female’) |
(df[’Title’]==’Master’)]
[’Lastname’]==x][’Survived’].count())

Figure 5. Provenance information regarding the origin (construction) of the
derived attribute Groupsize.

SELECT "operatorsActivity".name,
"operatorsActivity".function ,
"operatorsActivity".label_attribute
FROM "operatorsActivity", workflow
WHERE "operatorsActivity".workflowid=
workflow.id AND workflow.id = 152
AND "operatorsActivity".label_attribute
LIKE 'Groupsize';

name function label

0 IncludeColumn Attribute Con-
struction Groupsize

1 MinMaxScaler Data Normal-
ization Groupsize

1 TrainTestSplit Data Partition Groupsize
Figure 6. Information regarding the preprocessing provenance of theGroup-
size attribute in Experiment 2.

The purpose of these queries is to bring explainability of
the data to the model, that is, information additional to that
provided by the XAI charts. The figure 8 refers to an exam-
ple of a modified interface of the SHAP chart that enables
the visualization functionality of PROV provenance informa-
tion for theGroupsize attribute, presented upon selecting this
attribute. Figures 9 and 10 show the SHAP graphs generated
from the models of experiments 1 and 2, respectively, refer-
ring to the Mexican epidemiological dataset.
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SELECT "xai_Results".label_feature_importance ,
"xai_Results".value_feature_importance ,
FROM "xai_Results",xai, experiment ,
dataset , workflow
WHERE "xai_Results"."int"
AND xai.experimentid=experiment.id
AND experiment.datasetid=dataset.id
AND dataset.workdlowid=workflow.id
AND workflow.id = 152
AND "xai_Results".label_feature_importance
LIKE 'Groupsize';

label_feature_importance value_feature_importance
0 Groupsize 53.4932

Figure 7. Information about the contribution value of the constructed at-
tribute Groupsize in Experiment 2.

Figure 8. This is an example of enhancing the SHAP chart by visualizing
the operations performed (activities) on the attribute (entity) Groupsize.

Figure 9. SHAP plot for the 1st experiment of the Covid-19 dataset – Illus-
trates the highest contribution of the PNEUMONIA attribute. The intubated,
type_patient, and AGE attributes had a very similar contribution to this ex-
periment.

The xMML-PPP tool already has the main queries avail-
able for retrieving information in the data repository without
the need to write SQL codes. However, it is essential to be
able to build free queries that can better respond to specific
questions. In this way, SQL codes can also be accepted. In
order to get an idea of important query questions that provide
data explainability, some examples are presented in Table 4.
The workflow referring to experiment 2 of the dataset of pa-
tients with COVID-19 fromMexico was used as an example

Figure 10. SHAP plot for the 2nd experiment of the Covid-19 data set –
Illustrates the largest contribution of the Pneumonia attribute, followed by
the intubated attribute, and the icu and age attributes appear with a very
similar contribution for this experiment.

to answer these queries.

Table 4. Examples of Provenance Query Questions

Q1
“Given a trained model, what attributes de-
rived the training set of a specific experi-
ment?”

Q2
“Given a trained model, what were the con-
structed attributes and the construction origin
of these attributes?”

Q3

“Given a trained model from a specific work-
flow, what were the values for all the param-
eters and the evaluation metric values associ-
ated with the model?”

Q4

“Given a trained model, what is the meaning
(attribute description) of specific attributes
that most contributed to the result of the
model? ”

Q5

“Given a trained model, what were the pre-
processing operations performed on the first
three attributes that most contributed to the re-
sult of this model? ”

The answer to Q1 is presented in Figure 11, which makes
it possible to find the attributes that derive a given trained
model. Knowing which attributes are derived from a model
is important to know which features available in the dataset
are considered to better train the model.
The answer toQ2 Figure 12 informswhich of the attributes

that generated the model are not original to the data set; that
is, they are derived from other existing attributes and what
the origin of the construction of these attributes is.
Query Q3 has been divided into two parts, for better vi-

sualization of the results. Figures 13 and 14 answer about
the performance measures and parameters used in a given
trained model, respectively. This information helps analyze
the model performance and configuration.
Q4 (Figure 15) helps to retrieve the attributes’ descrip-

tions. Keeping the original attributes’ description in the data
repository can contribute to understanding the result of an
XAI graph since, in some datasets, only the name of the at-
tribute may not be enough to understand the meaning of the
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SELECT experiment_attribute_label ,
experiment_attribute_origin
FROM experiment_attribute , experiment ,
dataset , workflow
WHERE experiment_attribute.experiment.id=
experiment.id
AND experimentid.datasetid=dataset.id
AND dataset.workflowid=workflow.id
AND workflow.id = 146

label origin
0 entity_admission dataset original attribute
1 entity_res dataset original attribute

- - -
26 icu dataset original attribute
27 dead dataset original attribute

28 total_ disease
df[’total_disease’] =
df[df.columns[22:31]].
sum(axis=1)

29 age_group

df[’age_group’] =
df.apply(lambda df: (0
if df[’age’] <= 39 else 1),
axis=1)

30 has_highrisk

df[’has_highrisk’] =
df.apply(lambda df: (1
if (df[’age_group’]==1 and
df[’type_patient’]==2) else
0), axis=1)

Figure 11. Query Q1 and an extract of its results for Experiment 2 of the
Covid-19 dataset – relative to the attributes that made up the training dataset.

SELECT experiment_attribute.label,
experiment_attribute.origin
FROM experiment_attribute , experiment ,
dataset ,workflow
WHERE experiment_attribute.experimentid=
experiment.id AND experiment.datasetid=
dataset.id AND dataset.workflowid=
workflow.id AND workflow.id=146
and experiment_attribute.label IN
(SELECT "operatorsActivity".label_attribute
AS Attribute
FROM "operatorsActivity",workflow
WHERE "operatorsActivity".workflowid=
workflow.id AND workflow.id=146
AND "operatorsActivity".function=
'Attribute␣Construction')

label origin

0 total_ disease df[’total_disease’] =
df[df.columns[22:31]].sum(axis=1)

1 age_ group
df[’age_group’] =
df.apply(lambda df: (0 if df[’age’]
<= 39 else 1), axis=1)

2 has_highrisk

df[’has_highrisk’] =
df.apply(lambda df: (1 if
(df[’age_group’]==1 and
df[’type_patient’]==2) else
0), axis=1)

Figure 12. Query Q2 and the extract concerning provenance information
about the origin (construction) of the derived attributes that composed the
training dataset.

attribute.
Finally, Q5 (Figure 16) answers the main objective of the

SELECT experiment.accuracy , experiment.recall,
experiment.precision , experiment.f1score FROM

experiment ,
dataset ,workflow
WHERE experiment.datasetid=
dataset.id AND dataset.workflowid= workflow.id
AND workflow.id = 146

accuracy recall precision f1score
0 0.8452 0.8452 0.8381 0.8397

Figure 13. Query Q3A and the result of the model evaluation measures.

SELECT parameter.label, parameter.value
FROM parameter , experiment , dataset , workflow
WHERE parameter.experimentid=experiment.id AND

experiment.datasetid=dataset.id AND dataset.
workflowid = workflow.id AND workflow.id =
146

GROUP BY experiment.id, parameter.label,
parameter.value

label value
0 max_depth 16
1 max_features sqrt
2 min_samples_leaf 1
3 min_samples_split 2
4 n_estimators 200
5 random_state 42

Figure 14. Query Q3B and the parameters and respective values used to
train the model.

SELECT dataset_attribute.label,
dataset_attribute.description
FROM dataset_attribute ,dataset ,workflow
WHERE dataset_attribute.datasetid=
dataset.id
AND dataset.workflowid=workflow.id
AND workflow.id=146
AND dataset_attribute.label IN
('pneumonia', 'intubated','icu', 'sector')

label description

0 sector
Identifies the type of institution of
the National Health System that pro-
vided the care.

1 intubated Identifies if the patient required in-
tubation.

2 pneumonia Identifies if the patient was diag-
nosed with pneumonia.

3 icu Identifies if the patient was admitted
to Intensive Care Unit.

Figure 15. Query Q4 and the description of specific attributes to better
understand their meanings.

xMML-PPP approach. After the model is trained, it is pos-
sible to know which pre-processing operations were carried
out for each attribute that participated in themodel, including
those that contributed the most to the model performance.
Since such operations influence the model result, knowl-

edge of this information can help to complement the under-
standing of the model behavior. For example, in the graph
depicted in Figure 10, the attributes pneumonia, intubated,
and icu appear with the most significant contribution to the
model of experiment 2. By applying Q5, we can obtain infor-
mation on which pre-processing operations were performed
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SELECT "operatorsActivity".name, "
operatorsActivity".function , "
operatorsActivity".label_attribute

FROM "operatorsActivity",workflow
WHERE "operatorsActivity".
workflowid=workflow.id
AND workflow.id=146
AND "operatorsActivity".label_attribute
IN (SELECT "xai_Results".
label_feature_importance
FROM "xai_Results",xai,experiment ,
dataset ,workflow
WHERE"xai_Results"."int"=xai.id
AND xai.experimentid = experiment.id
AND experiment.datasetid=dataset.id
AND dataset.workflowid=workflow.id
AND workflow.id= 146 limit 7)

Name Function label_attribute

0 IncludeColumn Attribute-
Construction total_disease

1 IncludeColumn Attribute-
Construction has_highrisk

2 TrainTestSplit DataPartition type_patient
3 TrainTestSplit DataPartition intubated
4 TrainTestSplit DataPartition pneumonia
5 TrainTestSplit DataPartition age
6 TrainTestSplit DataPartition icu
7 TrainTestSplit DataPartition total_disease
8 TrainTestSplit DataPartition has_highrisk

Figure 16. Query Q5 and the preprocessing operations that were performed
on the attributes with the highest contribution.

on these attributes, an example of data explainability, pro-
vided by the result of query Q5, supporting the model ex-
plainability, provided by the SHAP graph. It is also possi-
ble to complement the result analysis in an experiment, by
uniting the result of searches Q1, Q3, and Q5, for example,
to obtain information about the model configuration, perfor-
mance, and pre-processing operations that the attributes that
derived the model received, in addition to each attribute con-
tribution importance, according to these configurations.

5 Conclusion
XAI techniques emerged to contribute to the so-called black-
box models’ understanding, which have low interpretability.
However, the difficulty in understanding the predictions of
these algorithms can limit their use, as it makes their results
less reliable, which is not desirable, especially in areas whose
prediction can affect human life.
In this article, we present xMML-PPP, a new approach

that captures provenance data from the pre-processing phase
for ML classification tasks. The purpose of this approach
is to use data provenance, mainly from the pre-processing
phase, which is called here data explainability, to comple-
ment model explainability, provided byXAI techniques. The
approach presented a data model that allows relating data
related to the pre-processing phase with model explainabil-
ity data, in addition to the model’s configuration and perfor-
mance. This data is stored and captured by the tool presented
in the approach, as seen in section 3.
The evaluation of the approach was carried out by conduct-

ing four experiments using two datasets, the Titanic dataset
and an epidemiological dataset for COVID-19 cases in Mex-
ico. It was observed that the information about the pre-
processing operations, mainly for feature engineering, can
contribute to the understanding of the derivation of the at-
tributes that composes the model, mainly when these at-
tributes have a significant contribution to the model perfor-
mance. Additionally, it was verified that it is also possible
to perform data analyses through queries that relate the pre-
processing operations with the performance and result, thus
enhancing model explainability.
The main limitation of the approach lies in complexity and

interpretability: the preprocessing operations can involve
complex transformations. The provided provenance may not
always capture the full complexity of the preprocessing steps,
making it difficult to interpret their impact on the final re-
sults. Future work includes implementing an interactive ver-
sion of the SHAP chart in the approach tool which would
allow the captured provenance information to be visualized
graphically by selecting desired attributes, as demonstrated
in the article’s interface prototype. Another possibility is to
replace the relational database with a graph database. This
would allow more flexibility, especially for the inclusion of
new entities, such as for storing runtime training information
in a neural network, without worrying about changes to the
database schema.
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